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Preface
The stones do not come into contact very much in the
opening stage, so on the surface it seems reassuringly
peaceful. On the other hand, judging what the biggest
moves are can be perplexing. Everything is too vague it's hard to establish a criterion for evaluating different
moves. Yet if you neglect the fuseki, you can't hope to
make progress at go. After all, it's the basis of your whole
game.
The fuseki is certainly amorphous, but concealed within
it are a number of key points, points of crucial importance
to your overall development. Gaining an understanding of
what these points are is certainly a sure way to improve.
In this book I have selected what I consider to be the 20
key points of the fuseki and explained them with concrete
examples. This book is made up of three chapters, but the
division is not very significant. I recommend that the
reader treat my 20 principles as proverbs and familiarize
himself with them until they become second nature
factually several traditional go proverbs are included).
Knowledge of these principles will help you to develop a
deeper understanding of the fuseki and to master its basic
strategy. That in turn will make you a much stronger go
player.
I would like to thank the go writer Murakami Akira for
his help in putting together this book.
Otake Hideo
August 1985

Glossary
aji - potential (options, possibilities)
atari - the threat to capture a stone or a group of stones on the
next move.

fuseki

- the opening moves of the game (usually defined as
lasting until the first fight begins).

Chapter One
Fuseki Fundamentals

gote - a move not requiring an answer; losing the initiative.
Compare sente.

bane - a diagonal move played from a friendly stone in contact
with an enemy stone.

joseki - a set sequence of moves, usually in the opening. Locally
they are the best moves for each side.

miai - points of exchange; interchangeable point.
moyo - a large territorial framework, potential but not actual
territory.

ponnuki

- the shape made when a stone is captured by four
enemy stones.

sabaki - making light flexible shape in order to save a group.
sente - a move that must be answered or an unacceptable loss
will be suffered.

tesuji - a skilful tactical move.

A common pitfall in studying any subject is to rush
on to the more advanced areas before one has properly
mastered the basics. To avoid making that mistake, I
would like to begin by reviewing the fundamental principles that really are basic to an understanding of the
fuseki.

Principle 1
Corner enclosures aim at side extensions
After an enclosure, what next?
The first steps in the fuseki emphasize the corners. When
you play a 3-4 stone, in particular, you should waste no time
enclosing the corner This will usually build about ten points
of secure territory.
However, the value of an enclosure is not just the points
of territory it surrounds. Securing a solid base in the corner
makes it easy to develop along either side from the corner.

Theme diagram
Where should Black aim with his next move?

Dia. 1: the key point for both sides
An extension in the direction of 1 is the biggest point on
the board. Thanks to Black's solid base in the corner, there is a
strong possibility that the area between the corner enclosure
and the extension will become black territory. White would
also like to extend to 1 from his corner enclosure below, so we
can conclude that 1 is the key point for both sides.
Dia. 2: looking like black territory
If White responds with an extension of his own at 1, the
idea is to expand Black's territorial framework into the centre
by jumping to 2. The area inside the extension is now beginning to look like black territory.

Dia. 1

Dia. 2

Dia. 3: comparison with the top
The other extension Black can make from his enclosure is
in the direction of 1. If you ask which is the bigger extension,
however, the answer has to be the one on the side. Black will
be dissatisfied when White extends to 2. Let's explain why.
Dia. 4: questionable balance
The position at the top is like the framework for a onestorey house. When you try to add a second storey with 1,
the structure becomes badly balanced because of the low
position of the marked stone. In contrast, it's easy to build a
second storey with the extension on the right side in Dia. 1.
(In Dia. 2, Black gets two solid walls facing each other.)

Dia. 5: the primary direction
Extensions can be made in
two directions from an enclosure,
indicated by the arrows, but
Black has better prospects of
building a two-storey house
below, so this is the primary
direction of the enclosure: the
enclosure faces down the side. In
comparison, an extension along
the top is slightly inferior in value.

Dia. 5

Dia. 6

Dia. 3

Dia. 4

Dia. 6: getting in Black's way
White has only one stone in the bottom right corner, so it's
his turn to play. White 1 is a big move because it gets in the
way of an extension in the primary direction from Black's
enclosure.

Dia. 7. still a good move
Even after White has played on the side, Black still has
room to make an extension. Black 1 may be more narrow
than before, but it is still a good move. Being more solid, it can
more easily be converted into territory.

Dia. 9: twofold meaning
To give the theme diagram again, it should now be clear
that Black 1 is a big move in a twofold sense: extending here
is the first priority for both Black and White. That's why we
called it a key point.
Dia. 10: relationship with White
Black 1 is the primary direction from Black's corner
enclosure, but 'a' is the primary direction for White. Consequently, 1 is not a key point for both sides, so it is not quite as
valuable as 1 in Dia. 9. However, that doesn't change the fact
that it's still a first-class move.

Dia. 7

Dia. 8

Dia. 8: just as big
Since Black 'a' is a big move, extending to White 1 has the
same value. It may not be easy to accept that White 1 is so
big, but it may help to compare it with letting the opponent
extend in this direction instead.

Dia. 9

Dia. 1 0

Dia. 13: obvious, but ...
When White plays 1, it's obvious that Black will play 2 our analysis should have made that dear - but that doesn't
mean that White 1 is dubious. Enclosing a corner takes
priority over a side extension

Dia. 11

Dia. 12

Dia. 11: large moyo
When Black has positions at top and bottom, then Black 1
becomes an extension from both corner positions, which
makes it doubly effective. It's now an extremely large move: it
transforms the whole right side into a large moyo.

Dia. 12: inferior
Black 1 is the least valuable extension we have shown so
far. The corner has already been trampled upon by both sides,
so Black 1 has little potential for further expansion.

Dia. 13

Dia. 14

Dia. 14: not necessarily better
What if White plays 1 to avoid giving Black an obviously
good move? This may be a feasible strategy, but you can't say
that White gets a better result than in Dia. 13 . The reason is
that Black 2 is just as big a move as 1.

Principle 2
Be flexible in deploying the star point
The 3-4 point is said to favour territory and the star point
influence, but it's easy to get confused when trying to work
out how to use the star-point stone.
The important thing is not to let yourself be bound by
preconceptions. The nature of the star point does not necessarily make it inefficient at securing territory. You have to be
flexible, ready to adjust your strategy to changing circumstances, at times using a star-point play to build influence, at other
times going for territory.
In the position below, what would your strategy be?
Restrict your focus to the top right.

Dia. 1: solidifying the corner
Plan One: the quite ordinary strategy of Black 1. If White
responds with the 2-4 joseki, Black settles the shape in the
corner with 3, making it easy for him to get territory there.

Dia. 1

Theme diagram: Black to play
Focus on the top right

Dia. 2

Dia. 2. probably territory
Solidifying the corner makes it easy for Black to get territory at the top by extending to 1. This is an example of a
star-point play leading to early territory. The role of the
marked stone in achieving this should be noted.

Dia. 3: the significance of the exchange
White can also omit the White 'a'-Black 'b' exchange,
simply taking up position with 3. What effect does this
change in strategy have?

Dia. 5: can't be greedy
If Black tries to hold on to his corner territory by forestalling White 'a' with 1, then White can obstruct him by extending to 2. Black can't hope to get a large territory. In short,
you have to recognize that it is difficult for Black to get territory after Dia. 3.

Dia. 4: no territory
Let's assume that Black extends to 1 in an attempt to take a
large corner territory. This leaves a gap behind: White can
invade at 2. Black does not suffer a loss in this result, as he
secures outside influence, but his territory is destroyed.

Dia. 5

Dia. 3

Dia. 4

Dia. 6

Dia. 6: a good strategy
In this kind of position, the important thing is not to be
greedy for immediate territory. Menacing the two white
stones with the extension to 1 looks like a good strategy. Of
course, that's not to say there's anything wrong with the
strategy of threatening to take territory by extending to 'a'.

Dia. 7. the pincer
Plan Two: the pincer. The second possibility is to make a
pincer from the direction of 1. If the star-point stone is
oriented towards influence, then this pincer certainly matches
it Of course, there are a number of other possible pincers.

Dia. 9: ceding the corner
Invading the corner is considered the standard answer to
the pincer. The moves to 10 are a joseki: Black cedes the
corner territory to White and as compensation secures influence extending from the right side towards the centre.
Dia. 10: the narrow pincer
Black also often plays the narrow pincer of 1.

Dia. 10

Dia. 9

Dia. 11: same strategy
The same sequence to 9 follows, but this time the reinforcement of Black 'a' is not necessary.
Din. 7

Dia. 8

Dia. 8: ideal development
Black will be very satisfied if White flees with 2, as he gets
to play 3, a move that combines attack and defence. Consequently, White 2 is not considered a very good move.
Dia. 11

Dia. 12: after the invasion
This position is the same as in Dia. 4, but the board has
been rotated. There are two ways for Black to play after
White's invasion

Dia. 15: corner territory
The other possibility is to block at 2: Black wants to use the
marked stone to make territory. The moves to 5 are a joseki.
Dia. 16: must intercept
In this position, Black has no extension around 'a', so intercepting at 4 is an absolute must.

Dia. 12
Dia. 13: intercepting
Black blocks at 1 when he wants to build influence - he
writes off the corner territory. After 4 Dia. 14: focus on influence
Black can seal White in by attaching at 1. He gets a bit of
territory on the right side, but rather than that he is pinning
his hopes on his overall influence.

Dia. 13

Dia. 14

Dia. 16

Dia. 15

Dia. 17. take territory
In a position like this, with the marked stones in place,
going for territory is natural. Blocking at 4 is appropriate.

Dia. 17

Principle 3
Find the right pincer

The aim of a pincer is to attack the opponent, so in practice
only moves from one to three spaces away qualify as pincers.
A move four spaces away doesn't apply much pressure, so it
can't be called a pincer.
Pincers play just as important a role in the fuseki as extensions, so it is important to understand how they work and
the role they play in fuseki strategy.

Dia. 1: the six types of pincers
In this position White wants to pincer the solitary black
stone. There are six pincers available, ranging from dose-up
one-space pincers to wide three-space pincers. Of course, the
presence of the white corner enclosure in the background
must not be forgotten.

Dia. 1

Theme diagram: White to play
The focus is on the bottom left

Dia. 2

Dia. 2: extension-cum-pincer
When you consider the fact that White 1 or 'a' also works
as an extension from White's top position, it becomes apparent that it is the move that best serves his purpose. A pincer at 'b' would be a little too distant from the top to qualify
as an extension.
Note, however, that I am not saying that 'b' is an inferior
move.

Dia. 3: just an extension
Since White 1 is an extension from a corner enclosure, it
will probably be easy to make territory with it. However, it
fails to serve as much.of an attack, since Black has room to
extend to 2. Focussing on attack rather than on making an
extension will be more interesting.

Dia. 5: White's strategy?
Let's look at another position Black has just played 1 and
3. There is a well-known joseki here, but I would like you to
take the bottom left corner into consideration in planning
White's strategy.
Dia. 6: not a pincer
First, let's try connecting at 1. If Black 2, then in the local
context White 3 is the joseki, but this does not function as a
pincer against the black stone below. When Black extends to
4, it's clear that White's overall strategy leaves something to
be desired.

Dia. 3

Dia. 4

Dia. 4: Black remains insecure
Black may have room to extend to 1 when White makes
the three-space pincer, but White 2 stops him from securing
much of a base, so Black 1 is not satisfactory. White achieves
the objective of his pincer. He gets a nice attack going with 4.

Dia. 5

Dia. 6

Dia. 7. going one line further
White wants to make an extension, but he also wants to
make a pincer. The answer is to go one line further with 1.
White 1 is one space wider than the joseki move. If that
worries you -

Dia. 8: the right joseki
Then you should try the diagonal connection of 1. White
can next play 3, a pincer that is also the joseki move. You have
to take the trouble to choose the right joseki for the circumstances.

Dia. 9: the sharpest pincer
This may be the place to discuss the differences between
the various pincers. To start with, the dose-up pincer of 1 will
lead to immediate fighting.
Dia. 10: a busy fight
A hectic fight will follow the contact play of 1. The moves
to 9 are one possible continuation.

Dia. 10

Dia. 9

Dia. 11: more easygoing
Black 1 is a little bit more leisurely. The game might continue with simple moves like 2 and 3. Needless to say, the
three-space pincer is even more leisurely.

Dia. 7

Dia. 8
Dia. 11

Dia. 11 choosing the right pincer
We already know that the pincer is a good move when
Black has influence at the top. The question is: which pincer
works best?

Dia. 14: profitable attack
This is one possible continuation. Black answers White 1
by pulling back at 2, then continues his attack with 4. White's
play here helps Black to convert the top area into territory
naturally. If White simply jumps to 3 instead of 1, Black still
gets a good result by answering with 4.

Dia. 15: too narrow
The three-space pincer is too leisurely: it gives White too
much scope. For example, if he settles himself with 2 to 6,
Black will be a little dissatisfied, as his extension from the top
is a little too narrow.

Dia. 12

Dia. 13

Dia. 13: severest
Black's influence at the top is quite strong, so he need
have no worries about starting a fierce fight with the all-out
pincer of 1. This move also functions as an extension from the
position above, and, of course, the wider an extension the better use it makes of thickness.

Dia. 14

Dia. 15

Principle 4
Have a counterplan to deal with invasions
Extensions are very common moves in the fuseki, but you
always have to be prepared for the possibility of an enemy
invasion. Wide extensions are more efficient, but they are also
easier to invade, so you have to have your countermeasures
ready. You also have to know what the safe limit for an extension is when there are enemy forces in the vicinity.
When Black plays 1, White has to make an extension up
the right side. How far should he go?

Theme diagram
Find the best extension for White.

Dia. 1: the basic extension
White 1 is the basic move when White wants to defend an
isolated stone rather than expand his influence. These stones
cannot be split, so White can be sure of getting some territory,
which means that he can stabilize his group.

Dia. 2: greedy
Trying to get extra territory by extending to 1 is greedy.
There is a gap in White's position, which Black can exploit by
invading at 2.

Dia. 1

Dia. 2

